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FAMILY
TOURISM
REGION OF MURCIA

IF YOU VISIT US, YOU’LL
WISH YOU WERE
A CHILD!
Welcome to a small region where you will 
have great fun. When you pack, besides 
swimsuits and inflatable water wings, 
please don’t forget curiosity to discover 
amazing monuments and landscapes. You 
should also bring excitement in order to 
make the most of every instant. 
We’ll provide you with sunshine and energy 
and will colour your holidays, so that you 
can have constant fun. 
And, of course, we will pamper you.

We wish you and your family enjoy the
Costa Cálida - Region of Murcia, 
with the following appealing plans.
A destination with plenty of possibilities
and ideas is waiting for you to make
your dreams come true. That’s all
folks, let’s start!



Beaches for children
When summer arrives, the little ones of the 
family long to make sand castles, run by the 
sea and jump over the waves. Costa Cálida 
offers a double enjoyment for the whole family: 
we have two seas, the Mediterranean and the 
Mar Menor. Moreover, we have beautiful fine 
sand beaches with warm, shallow waters, 
where we provide you with enjoyable activities 
specially aimed at your children. That’s cool! 
You families can enjoy here either a relaxing or 
an entertaining holiday. What do you prefer?

We have a wide range of beaches, all of them 
with excellent additional facilities, nautical 
sports, recreation areas, restaurants and 
everything you can imagine… We have 
everything for everyone. In La Manga del Mar 
Menor stands out the Cala del Pino and the 
Playa de la Isla; in San Pedro del Pinatar the 
Playa de Villananitos; the Playa del Castillico in 
Santiago de la Ribera and the Playa del Espejo 
in Los Alcázares.

+ Info 
www.murciaturistica.es/en 

SUNSHINE,
BEACH AND FUN

buried in sand
and feeling great

La manga 
and MAR 
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Beach of Cala Cortina
Come to Cala Cortina, a beach which is 4 km away from the city of 
Cartagena, with 250 m of coarse, golden sand. Take advantage of its 
great facilities and seaside promenade to go for a pleasant walk. Isn’t it 
amazing? This beach also has a children’s playground, picnic area, 
loungers, sunshades and, in addition, a restaurant. A few metres from the 
seashore there’s a natural islet where you can enjoy diving. Fantastic!

+ Info
www.cartagenaturismo.es

CARTAGENA

At full sail
Do you enjoy windsurfing or sailing? Get ready since the 
Estación Náutica Mar Menor - Cabo de Palos offers a great 
variety of water activities and services for the whole family. More 
than 20 nautical stations at your disposal, so that you can learn, 
improve or simply enjoy kitesurf, water skiing, canoeing, 
motorboat racing and diving all year round. You wish to stay 
here? Perfect. The Estación Náutica also offers more than 16,000 
tourist beds and travel packages including accommodation, 
nautical activities and the possibility to rent equipment.

+ Info
www.enmarmenor.com

Sailors for a day
If you’re adventurous and love to sail the seas, go on board. We suggest a thrilling 
family boat ride on any of the boats which offer sea excursions throughout the year. 
One of the routes borders the five islands of the Mar Menor. Another sails the 
Mediterranean to the Isla Grosa in order for you to contemplate beautiful seabeds 
from the boat. The trip takes about two hours and includes a snack on board. 
Besides, the ferry regular lines link Santiago de la Ribera and La Manga, providing a 
pleasant sea trip and unique views of the islands Barón and Perdiguera. The best is 
definitely the joy of the youngest members of the family.

+ Info
www.murciaturistica.es/en



A railway 
historytour
Don’t miss the entertainment train! 
Visit with your family the old 
Lorca-Baza-Águilas railway line which 
is shown in the Railway Museum in 
Águilas. Placed in the basement of the 
passenger building of the locality’s old 
station, these premises were used as 
archive and strongbox by an English 
company called ‘The Great Southern of 
Spain Railway’. The big train model in 
operation will delight your children for 
sure. And you too, of course.

Águilas

Beaches of Águilas
The Playa de la Colonia, inside
the town, is open to the south and
partially sheltered from the east wind
due to the castle promontory 
extending to the jetty.Here were the 
old fishmonger’s, the west port and 
the typical balnearios. Surrounded by 
gardens, palms, and recreation, 
sports and children’s areas. The Playa
de Poniente, the Playa de Matalentisco
and the Playa de las Delicias are also
perfect for adults and children 
becauseof their parks, nautical and 
leisure activities.

+ Info
www.aguilas.es 



Mazarrón

Beaches of Mazarrón
Do you feel like having a rest by the seashore, 
or lying on the sand for a while? You 
definitely deserve a break. The bay of 
Mazarrón is an idyllic place. Its urban sections, 
filled with facilities, are combined with almost 
wild coves, which are apart from the summer 
hustle and bustle. The Playa del Castellar, in 
Mazarrón Port, seems to have been specially 
designed for children. It has fine, clean sand 
and shallow waters which allow for pleasant 
bathing for everyone.

Among dolphins
Have you ever watched cetaceans at sea? 
You shouldn’t miss this oportunity, which 
will be an impressive experience with your 
family. We suggest a sea excursion across 
the bay of Mazarrón on board a restored 
Turkish gulet which is 20 metres long. It’s 
show time! You’ll sail and look for different 
dolphin species: common dolphin, striped 
dolphin, bottlenose dolphin, long-finned 
pilot whale, Risso's dolphin and, 
occasionally, fin whale and sperm whale. 
A great variety. The boat excursion can take 
a day, a weekend or a week.

+ Info
www.visitamazarron.com/en



Are you curious? Just go with the flow. 
You can be explorers, archaeologists, 
historians or scientists. It was never so 
exciting to discover with your family 
some spots from the past and look for 
magical misteries. Visiting the cities of 
the Region of Murcia and

contemplating its treasures and rich 
cultural heritage has no match. You can 
walk through Murcia, the eternal spring 
capital, discover Cartagena, a city with 
more than 3,000 years of history, travel 
through time in Lorca, the city of one 
hundred coats of arms… Shall we start?

LEARNING TOGETHER
IS VERY COOL!

Murcia, rocked by magical desert and sea winds, is a land where 
arid landscapes and green orchards form a coloured tapestry. Put 
on a smile. You have arrived to a paradise with plenty of palms and 
mild weather where you’ll be welcomed with open arms. This city, 
bathed by the river Segura, should be enjoyed on foot. Museums 
and monuments, events and shows are close at hand. Going along 
the history of the Baroque period, walking through delightful 
streets and squares while tasting a marvellous cuisine… It is the 
perfect city to be discovered by families. Let’s go!

Science and 
Water Museum
Would you like to see the sky as 
you never saw it before? The place 
for that is the Science and Water 
Museum. It has been integrated in 
the network of municipal museums 
belonging to Murcia’s City Council, 
and since 1996 it encourages 
curiosity and explains scientific 
knowledge to the public in an 
entertaining, interactive way. On 
the planetarium’s dome you’ll see 
on the dark sky the Milky Way, the 
main stars, the constellations, the 
planets and the Moon. Suitable for 
all audiences. Minimum 
recommended age: 8.

+ Info
www.cienciayagua.org

murcia
MUSEUMS,
MONUMENTS 
& MUCH 
MORE

CULTURE WITH
YOUR FAMILY



Murcia City Tour
The best option for adults and children to 
discover Murcia. A route on wheels 
which will take you to the most 
important spots in the city. The ticket 
gives you right to go up and down the 
bus as many times as you wish, so that 
you can enjoy every spot without being 
in a hurry. The tour takes about 45 
minutes. Everything will be within reach. 

+ Info
www.turismodemurcia.es/en

University of
Murcia’s Aquarium
The Little Mermaid or Neptune? The 
sea might be as interesting as life 
itself. The University of Murcia’s 
Aquarium is a wonderful addition to 
the cultural and leisure offer of the 
city. A space open for all audiences 
which develops an important 
educational and research work. Your 
children will discover the mysteries of 
seabeds without any diving masks 
or flippers.

+ Info
www.aquarium.um.es 

Hilking at El Valle Regional Park
How about taking your trainers and mountain bikes?
El Valle is often visited throughout the year. This 
incomparable natural setting, aimed at recreation and
leisure, is perfect for a family excursion day. Just 6 km 
away from the city, it offers recreation areas, picnic
areas, children’s playgrounds, sports activities…In the 
park you can enjoy the San Antonio el Pobre Visitor 
Centre, the La Luz Visitor Centre - Iberian Sanctuary and 
the El Valle Visitor Centre. What are you waiting for? 

+ Info
www.murcianatural.carm.es



cartagena PORT OF
CULTURES

Would you like to conquer the past, interact 
with history and disembark at a millenary 
city open to the Mediterranean? It is 
possible. Cartagena is a Punic and Roman 
city, a military enclave, an art nouveau 
setting… A Port of Cultures where the sea 
is a source of amusement, civilisations, 
traditions and legends. A destination to 
enjoy together. Try experiences which will 
make a lasting impression on you and you 
will discover a destination bearing the 
Turismo Familiar seal, awarded by the Large 
Family Spanish Association. Quite a 
guarantee. 

What to see? Just everything. Let’s start an 
excursion through time, slow but steady. 
Discover the Punic Wall of Carthaginian 
origin. Visit the Roman Theatre, the Roman 
Forum Neighbourhood, the House of 
Fortune and the Augusteum. Go along the 
walls of the Concepción castle, from the 
Middle Ages, and the Navidad fort, witness 
of a glorious military past. Recover recent 
memories at the Shelter-Museum of the 
Spanish Civil War. Use the tourist transports 
to go through the city. The Boat, the Bus 
and the Panoramic 
Lift will provide you with different views 
of Cartagena.



Children’s workshops
that make history
Are your children restless and vivacious? 
They will learn while they play at these 
workshops aimed at the little ones of the 
family. They will also become principal 
actors for a day at each of the museums. 
They will be pirates, secret agents, Roman 
soldiers, archaeologists and all they want. 
Easy-peasy.

Ilustrious 
dramatised visits
Don’t be surprised about finding Scipio 
Africanus when you turn the corner. 
Maybe Augustus or Alfonso X, called the 
Wise, will accompany you during your 
visit. The great characters of Cartagena’s 
history will appear to show you the 
important legacy of civilisations that settled 
at this port, revealing their secrets, legends 
and amazing stories. Sh! Listen carefully.

Whole route with your family
Cartagena Port of Cultures offers a route to go through the whole glorious past of 
the city in just a few hours. You’ll visit the most relevant monuments and discover 
how theatres used to be in Roman times, contemplate enemy boats from the 
Homenaje tower of the Concepción castle, and learn how to use a cannon as if 
you were a soldier of the 19th century at the Navidad fort. All year round. Paying 
activities; please book in advance.

+ Info
www.cartagenapuertodeculturas.com



Lorca workshop
of time

A weekend at 
the Fortress of the sun
Are you ready? Use your vivid imagination to 
enjoy the most exciting experiences at the 
Fortress of the Sun, the perfect stage to travel 
through the past hand in hand with many 
different characters. Children and adults will be 
real protagonists. Would you like to know how a 
castle used to be in the Middle Ages? We 
recommend you go for a walk with our guides 
through the remains of the Jewish quarter at the 
castle’s Archaeological Park, visit the Sinagogue 
and go up to the city’s highest spot on the 
Espolón tower, or make a typical cake at the 
cuisine workshop. Book in advance and you will 
enjoy a great visit including a tasting of the 
season set meal at the ‘Caballerizas del Castillo’.

This border city, declared as a Historic-Artistic 
Ensemble in 1964, preserves its glorious past 
with its medieval, renaissance and baroque 
architecture, so that you can enjoy here your 
own history.
     



Dramatised 
visits in the evening
The evening is really suggestive for 
every age, with its surprises and 
mysteries. In August, you can enjoy 
evening dramatised visits for the 
whole family. The best way of 
discovering Lorca and its castle thanks 
to the most adventurous legendary 
characters. To top it all, we suggest a 
genuine dinner at the terrace of the 
‘Caballerizas del Castillo’, which you 
should book in advance. Within the 
walled area you will find the ‘Parador 
de Turismo de Lorca’, which offers 
excellent facilities and spectacular 
views of the city.

Discover the city on 
the tourist train
Have you got 45 minutes? 
Hopefully. Discovering the streets 
of the historic downtown and 
contemplating the most 
interesting spots of one of Spain’s 
most beautiful cities is definitely a 
good way of spending your time.

It is a trip to the main tourist 
attractions in Lorca and it ends by 
the Fortress of the Sun. The train 
is accessible, since it has an 
elevating platform and room for 
a wheelchair.

+ Info
www.lorcatallerdeltiempo.es 



caravaca
dela cruz

Small scale or music tone 
Does size really matter? Here yes. The 
smaller, the better. In the centre of Caravaca 
you will find the Ángel Reinón Miniature 
Ethnographic Museum. A place for children 
to learn in an entertaining way about 
traditional trades by means of more than 
400 exclusive pieces with formal perfection, 
made of iron and wood. A good way of 

finishing your day will be to visit the Ethnic 
Music Museum in Barranda, which shows a 
complete collection of instruments from all 
five continents. You’ll see and listen how 
much fun you can have here. 

+ Info
www.turismocaravaca.org



jumilla

Harvest with your family
Most of the vineyards offer visits to their 
wineries and wine tastings. But in Jumilla, this 
is not just for adults. If you decide to enjoy a 
family holiday here, the little ones of the family 
will have lots of fun by treading on grapes. In 
addition, they will enjoy entertaining 
exhibitions, educational tours and many a 
game which will help them learn about 
vineyards and the work of vine growers in 
every season of the year.

+ Info
www.rutadelvinojumilla.com

A castle and 
one thousand stories
Open your heart to new experiences 
inspired by aristocrats and princesses of the 
past. The castle of Jumilla is one of the 
most wonderful spots in the Region of 
Murcia to be visited by families. We 
recommend you go into its dungeons, 
through its yard and along different rooms: 
‘sala del bastimento’, ‘sala del alcaide’ and 
’sala de la tropa’. You’ll be surprised about 
the views offered by one of the best 
viewpoints in the region. Before you, a 
magical landscape among vineyards.



La Bastida, 
the western Troy
Would you like to be like Indiana Jones 
but without a whip? Take the chance to 
show your expertise at La Bastida in 
Totana, the most important known 
archaeological site of the Argaric culture. 
How were tools at the time? Check it 
thanks to the findings of copper, bronze, 
silver, gold, stone, bone and pottery. 
You’ll be definitely impressed when you 
see this astounding fortification, unique 
of its time, which has given the town the 
name of ‘the western Troy’. It lacks the 
famous wooden horse but has many a 
story to be told.

+ Info
www.turismo.totana.es  

totana

Go into a 
poterry workshop
Now you’ll get a bit dirty. All hands 
on deck! This place is famous for its 
pottery and ceramic handicrafts. A 
deeply rooted activity which has 
given name to many streets in 
Totana: Ollerías, Tinajeras… And 
which left its imprint on the 
traditional Arabic ovens. Visiting a 
pottery workshop is going into a 
magical world where the potter can 
create any object from a piece of 
clay. Do you want to try? Besides 
enjoying performances by the 
master potter, you can participate in 
workshops of introduction to clay. 
Children will enjoy to the full while 
learning about some old trades of 
the region. 



mula Roman past 
and use of water
Do you feel like visiting a villa of the Roman 
times? Go ahead. One of the best examples 
can be found at Los Villaricos 
archaeological site, which can be visited 
throughout the year. Discovering habits of 
Hispania by means of the remains of this 
Roman villa with oil mill, thermal area and 
Early Christianity necropolis will be more 
entertaining than your history lessons. 

Just 10 km away from the centre of Mula 
you can enjoy with your family a small oasis 
preserving Roman sites related to the use of 
water. The Fuente Caputa natural spring will 
invite you to have a swim in summer. Its 
water fountains give name to this setting, 
since Caputa comes from the Latin caput, 
meaning storage. It is always time to learn 
something new, right?

+ Info
www.mula.es 

A medieval town 
among birds and 
candles
Do you enjoy falconry? On the third 
Saturday of July, Aledo becomes a 
medieval village with a traditional street 
market for parents and medieval 
workshops for children. It includes an 
exhibition of exotic animals and the flight 
of birds of prey for the youngest members 
of the family at the castle’s square.

Do you like going to bed late? The 
next-to-last weekend of August we 
celebrate ‘the sleepless night’. The old 
town is only lighted up by thousands of 
candles and torches. Aledo seems to be 
the village of a fairy tale. Wind music, 
classical music, dances, theatre shows 
and poetry readings complete an 
extraordinary event for all senses and 
all audiences.

+ Info
www.aledo.es

aledo



¡READY,
STEADY,
GO!

Life is an exciting adventure. Sharing it with 
those you love is a beautiful challenge. Do 
you enjoy nature with your family? Do you 
like hiking? Or do you prefer to get excited 
descending the rapids of a river?

Regardless of your sports or adventure 
preferences, the Region of Murcia is your 
destination. We suggest the best places to 
enjoy rafting, hiking, canyoning, climbing or 
biking. There’s nothing better than 
discovering new rivers for adventurers like 
you. And experiencing thousands of 
activities with your children.

Adventures at 
Almadenes canyon
Please take a seat. The show begins. This time, you 
are the real protagonists. You just need a helmet, a 
life jacket and excitement to enjoy a different 
experience on board a raft, a canoe or a kayak. The 
quiet waters of the river Segura when they go 
through Valle de Ricote and Calasparra are the 
scenery. Tourist descents can be enjoyed all year 
round.

+ Info 
www.turismocalasparra.es
www.ciezaturistica.org
www.blanca.es

FAMILY
ADVENTURES

Waterwheel route
Enjoy with your family an itinerary through Valle de 
Ricote which has water as its central component. 
The Abarán waterwheel route will take you to some 
of the waterwheels which used to rise water of the 
river in order to irrigate distant fields. The ‘Noria 
Grande’ –meaning big waterwheel– is Europe’s 
biggest working waterwheel.

+ Info
www.abaran.es

abarán

cieza
calasparra

blanca



Salto del Usero
The ‘Salto del Usero’ setting in 
Bullas is perfect for a swim with 
your family surrounded by nature. 
In winter you’ll contemplate a 3 
or 4 m high cascade.

+ Info
www.bullas.es

  

Rock art
In Moratalla, adults and children will be 
able to discover the secrets of rock 
paintings. You can visit some beautiful 
settings such as the ‘Cañaíca del Calar’ in 
Calar de la Santa, declared a World 
Heritage Site by UNESCO, or the ‘Casa de 
Cristo’ Rock Art Interpretation Centre.

+ Info
www.ayuntamientomoratalla.net

  

Olive grove and geologic 
route 
Do you feel like walking among olive 
trees? Would you like to see some ‘liquid 
gold’? This is a priceless experience. The 
locality of Abanilla has a great variety of 
hundred-year-old olive trees which have 
olives with a characteristic flavour. If you 
follow the 2.5 km marked itinerary by the 
river Chícamo, you’ll get to the El Cajel 
canyon, an impressive gorge which is 
more than 40 m high. Wow! What for a 
view! In the same setting, there is an olive 
cooperative, where adults and children 
will have the opportunity to learn about 
the manufacturing processes of an olive 
oil with a great culinary importance. 

+ Info
www.abanilla.es

Fridges in the 16th century
The Sierra Espuña's snow “wells” are well worth a visit, especially in winter 
when there is snow on the hills. Dating back to the 16th century, these 
"wells" were the equivalent to today's refrigerators and were used to store 
the winter snow. There are 26 in all, located between 1,100 and 1,400
metres above sea level. In the old days, villagers used to have to trek up 
the mountain to store and pack down the snow they had collected from 
the plains.

+ Info
www.sierraespuna.com

ABANILLA

sierra
espuña

BULLAS MORATALLA



A journey to the centre of the Earth  
Somebody down there? Don’t miss the Cueva del Puerto 
cave in Calasparra and discover an impressively beautiful 
cave with several rooms and galleries, the walls of which 
are decorated by stalactites and stalagmites. This cave is 
14 km wide, being one of the biggest in the region. The 
tourist itinerary, lighted up and with sound in several halls, 
covers 700 metres. You will be really astonished.

+ Info
www.turismocalasparra.es

The Greenway, 
at full speed
We suggest a pleasant route, either on foot or 
by bike, through the northwestern area. You 
just need your trainers and a willing attitude. 
The itinerary goes along the old railway route 
linking Murcia, capital of the huerta, and 
Caravaca de la Cruz, capital of the mountain 
range. During the itinerary you’ll see viaducts, 
halts and old train stations from the 20’s. 
Come on! Health and leisure for daddies, 
mummies, boys and girls.

+ Info
www.viaverdedelnoroeste.com 

Amazing rock 
paintings in La Serreta cave
If you love art, you’ll enjoy lots of abysses and caves of great 
natural and cultural importance which are by the Almadenes 
canyon. La Serreta, declared to be a World Heritage Site, is a 
real sanctuary of civilisations and one of the best Murcian 
rock art exhibition halls, with fifty figures of Neolithic 
schematic art that have been perfectly preserved.

Even if we’re not talking about children’s drawings on the 
walls, your children will enjoy them as much as you will. 
Discover the secrets and mysteries of the distant past. 
Fascinating!

Moreover, an old Muslim village of the 11th century houses 
the most important Islamic archaeological site in Europe: 
Medina Siyâsa. Some 4,000 inhabitants settled there in 750 
dwellings. The archaeological remains can be peacefully 
contemplated at the Siyâsa Museum. 

+ Info
www.ciezaturistica.org 

northwest

cieza

calasparra



The dinosaur’s path
Are you afraid of dinosaurs? A good way of 
teaching children the natural values of the 
Sierra Espuña Regional Park is to follow this 
dinosaur’s path, almost 2 km long. An 
itinerary part of the path of the Leiva valley, 
which is perfectly marked and will take you 
to magical spots. The views of the Turullón 
peak, the valley of the river Espuña and the 
Alhama knoll are really amazing. 

+ Info
www.turismo.alhamademurcia.es/en

The secrets 
of mining
Going to the centre of the Earth by train? 
Contemplating stunning landscapes? Discovering 
a red lake? Not even Jules Verne would have 
imagined it. La Unión Mining Park is a privileged 
setting of Sierra Minera, between La Manga and 
Cartagena, with 50,000 m2 of real fun for the 
little ones of the family. You can enjoy a unique 
experience by learning in situ about the whole 
process of the mining industry of the 19th 
century. In this park you’ll find one of Europe’s 
biggest mines open to the public, Agrupa Vicenta, 
with impressive and gigantic corridors and a 
subterranean lake of reddish waters, due to pyrite. 
There is a special mining train on which you can 
enjoy an interesting tour through the whole 
Mining Park.

+ Info
www.parqueminerodelaunion.es 

Las Salinas y 
Arenales Regional Park
Las Salinas y Arenales de San Pedro del Pinatar Regional 
Park is, every summer, a necessary stop for the rosy 
flamingos travelling to northern Africa. We recommend you 
visit one of the region’s biggest wetlands. Its guests are 
varied and interesting: podiceps, seagulls, albatrosses, grey 
herons, owls and Spanish toothcarps, small endemic fish of 
the southeastern coastline. In order to get to know the park 
deeply, you should visit the Interpretation Hall within the ‘Las 
Salinas’ Centre of Research and Preservation of Wetlands. 
Don’t miss the model, the different pictures of the ecosystem 
and the teaching units about its fauna and flora.

+ Info
www.sanpedrodelpinatar.es

LA UNIÓN

alhama
DE murcia

SAN PEDRO 
DEL PINATAR



Do you like Astronomy? 
Have you never wished to be a star? Or 
you might want to go to the Moon… 
Enthusiasts of the world of stars and 
planets will have great fun at the Cabezo 
de la Jara Astronomical Observatory. It is 
an observation centre open to everyone, 
next to the Puerto Lumbreras youth hostel. 
The building has a dome with instrumental 
equipment and an observation room. 
Look, what a beautiful sky!

+ Info
www.turismopuertolumbreras.es

PUERTO
LUMBRERAS

Moorish light and water
A pleasant walk along the El Arenal river beach will take 
you to the Miguelico Núñez waterwheel of the 17th 
century. Then, at the Light and Water Museum and 
Interpretation Centre, the youngest members of the family, 
as well as the adults, will learn in an entertaining way how 
water functions and is used as driving power. At the end of 
the 19th century, Blanca was the first locality in the Region 
of Murcia to have street lighting by means of electricity, a 
mere trifle!

+ Info
www.blanca.es

blanca Old traditions
Spending time with your hands in the dough is 
invaluable. The route of the Wind Factory offers 
you and your family a visit to the interior of the El 
Pasico flour mill of the 19th century. This is 
definitely the best way to see these quixotic 
giants from the inside. The milling season is 
respected in order to guarantee a perfect 
functioning. It will no doubt attract your 
attention. The Cabezo Gordo route includes a 
visit to one of the caves which were digged by 
miners: the Cueva del Agua. You’ll need to bring 
your own lamp, binoculars, compass and magnet 
to work with minerals.  

+ Info 
www.torrepacheco.es

torre 
palcheco



A healthy day
Dive in! Diving in an oasis of peace, closing your 
eyes and relaxing… Any age is perfect to indulge 
yourselves, don’t you think? While children learn 
how to enjoy mineral medicinal waters, their 
healing properties are having a great effect on the 
whole family. Wonderful! No worries. Is there any 
better place than this? Parents and children will 
enjoy water with its healing properties, as well as 
the area’s natural settings. There is also a 
swimming-pool with a children’s area.
 
+ Info
www.balneariodearchena.com

Monte Arabí: from Paleolithic 
times to the Bronze Age 
One of the things children enjoy most is drawing and 
painting, right? Well, then prehistoric men must have been 
like children. If you enjoy history, art and anthropology, you 
can visit several prehistoric sites from Paleolithic times and 
the Bronze Age at the Monte Arabí in the Altiplano area. 
The first rock paintings which were found in the Region of 
Murcia stand out: they are in Cantos de la Visera and 
Cuevas del Mediodía.

+ Info
www.yecla.es

Thermal baths and wetlands 
If you wish to enjoy nature and history with 
your family, you should visit the ‘Humedal de 
Ajauque y Rambla Salada’ wetland in Fortuna. 
You’ll have the opportunity to discover the 
Interpretation Centre and the old salt lakes, 
learn about the adaptation of vegetation to 
salinity and the types of flora and fauna, and 
see the Roman baths from the 3rd to 1st 
centuries BC.
  
+ Info
www.aytofortuna.es

A day in the open air
A day outdoors to feel free? This is what children want in 
order to feel happy. Don’t miss the Fuentes del Marqués 
natural setting and its Torreón de los Templarios fortified 
tower, which houses an interactive exhibition about the 
secrets of nature. If you like photography, at Fuentes del 
Marqués you’ll get wonderful images of the mountains with 
underground springs of crystal clear waters, unique in the 
Region of Murcia. Get your camera or mobile phone ready. 
Take a nice selfie!

+ Info
www.turismocaravaca.org

YECLAFORTUNA

CARAVACA
DE LA CRUZ

ARCHENA



IMPOSSIBLE TO
GET BORED

murcia

LEISURE AND 
ENTERNAIMENTS PARKS

Terra Natura and Aqua Natura Zoo
Do you like wild animals? You can see them at their ease 
without any risks. Incredible but true. Terra Natura Murcia is 
one of the best and most spectacular nature and animal 
parks in the southeast of Spain. More than 165,000 m2 of 
incredible vegetation with more than 400 different animals. 
Furthermore, it is one of the few Spanish parks with a 
zooimmersion system: a new concept which will allow you 
to approach animals through bars which are invisible to the 
human eye. How cool!

+ Info
www.terranatura.com



Parque Tentegorra Aventura
Are you able to find the exit of the world’s biggest 
plant maze? Quite an exciting challenge! If you wish 
to be explorers for a day and enjoy an adventure in 
nature, visit the Tentegorra setting. This natural area 
full of trees and vegetation, just five minutes away 
from the centre of Cartagena, has multiadventure 
circuits and green areas for leisure, sports and 
recreation. Aquaventura is a water complex with three 
big pools and toboggans which are up to fourteen 
metres high. And a pirate boat which is twelve metres 
long for you to be in your element. Buccaneers on 
board!

+ Info
www.tentegorraventura.com 

Peque Park 
A whole world to play, so that the little ones 
of the family don’t stop having fun, going up 
and down sledges, running and jumping on 
the trampoline… This children’s park has lots 
of leisure attractions to have great fun. Would 
you like to get ready to play minigolf? Maybe 
you prefer karts, motorbikes, cars, boats… Or 
Peke Oeste, the train, Pulso Estelar, Peke 
Fantasía and the assault course. 

+ Info
www.dosmaresociosport.com 

lamanga
del marmenor

Coto de las Maravillas
Active Tourism Park
Have you ever played paintball? Looking for a horse ride next to a late 
Roman town? Those are experiences to be remembered. The ‘Coto de 
las Maravillas’ Active Tourism Park is a forest area of 110 hectares 
between the rivers Argos and Quípar, near the late Roman town of 
Begastri. Just 9 km away from Cehegín downtown, it offers a wide 
range of alternative activities: assault course, quidditch field and much 
more. Open to the public every weekend. 

+ Info
www.turismocehegin.es 

cehegín

cartagena



SWEET
DREAMS...

GOING 
TO SLEEP

After an exhausting, thrilling and active day, 
you deserve a rest. You’ll find it easy to 
choose the place that best suits your needs 
among a wide variety of seaside and urban 
accommodation options. Modern facilities 
and classical buildings are all fully equipped 
in order to turn your stay into a great 
experience. Some of them have spas and 
thalassotherapy treatments to pamper you. 
You deserve the best reward: a break from 
your routine.

 

CONSULT THE ACCOMMODATION
ESTABLISHMENTS IN:

WWW.MURCIATURISTICA.ES/EN

FAMILY
ROOMS

SINGLE-PARENT
ROOMS

You can also enjoy the rural flavour of inland 
accommodation options in the Region of 
Murcia: rural hotels, hostels, hotels, campsites, 
apartments, bungalows, wooden cabins, old 
refurbished houses… All these 
establishments are perfectly equipped and 
also offer excursions, environmental and 
gastronomic tours, as well as sports activities.
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